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The Creation of a Medical Profession in Egypt, 1800-1922

1991-10-01

this study of the early development of egypt s medical profession confronts the eurocentric view of the history of modern medicine and
illustrates the complexities of modernization in a colonial setting it demonstrates the importance of cultural continuity to any process of
change

Medicine and Society in Ptolemaic Egypt

2012-12-07

current questions on whether hellenistic egypt should be understood in terms of colonialism and imperialism multicultural separatism or
integration and syncretism have never been closely studied in the context of healing examing all forms of healing within the specific
socioeconomic and environmental constraints of the ptolemies egypt this book explores how linguistic cultural and ethnic affiliations and
interactions were expressed in the medical domain topics include the environmental and demographic background perceptions of greek and
egyptian medicine the intersection between religion and healing interactions on the theoretical and textual plane diagnosis prognosis and
therapeutics in practice and the range of medical practitioners the book concludes with a case study of medicine in ptolemaic alexandria

The History of Medical Education in Egypt

1935

the skills of the ancient egyptians in preserving bodies through mummification are well known but their expertise in the everyday medical
practices needed to treat the living is less familiar and often misinterpreted john f nunn draws on his own experience as an eminent doctor
of medicine and an egyptologist to reassess the evidence he has translated and reviewed the original egyptian medical papyri and has
reconsidered other sources of information including skeletons mummies statues tomb paintings and coffins illustrations highlight symptoms of
similar conditions in patients ancient and modern and the criteria by which the egyptian doctors made their diagnoses many still valid today
are evaluated in the light of current medical knowledge in addition an appendix listing all known named doctors contains previously
unpublished additions from newly translated texts spells and incantations and the relationship of magic and religion to medical practice are
also explored incorporating the most recent insights of modern medicine and egyptology the result is the most comprehensive and
authoritative general book to be published on this fascinating subject for many years

Ancient Egyptian Medicine

1996

recent research has found high levels of stress and burnout amongst medical students leading to students dropping out or leaving the
profession early this book explores burnout in medical students from across the globe and provides ideas for a model of care to help
educators and individuals take steps towards better student wellbeing

The Mental Health of Medical Students

2024-01-19

the focus of the book is on different ways of knowing the western scientific way reductionist dualistic and materialist versus the
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indigenous approach holistic non dualistic and spiritual it discusses both science and medicine in the context of the challenges experienced
in introducing science and medicine into africa through imperialism colonization and globalization it looks at selected indigenous african
paradigms the dominant western paradigms and the practitioners that represent these practices the book deals with questions concerning
compatibility and incompatibility of different ways of knowing and delves into epistemological stances and the assumptions underlying these
epistemologies the volume investigates whether and how a person can accommodate different epistemologies and the nature of such
accommodations

Embracing Indigenous Knowledge in Science and Medical Teaching

2014-09-17

this monograph explores the unity of the modern concepts of magic and science in egyptian medicine

Health and Medicine in Ancient Egypt

2009

in middle eastern and islamic societies the politics of sexual knowledge is a delicate and often controversial subject sherry sayed gadelrab
focuses on nineteenth and early twentieth century egypt claiming that during this period there was a perceptible shift in the medical
discourse surrounding conceptualisations of sex differences and the construction of sexuality medical authorities began to promote theories
that suggested men s innate active sexuality as opposed to women s more passive characteristics interpreting the differences in female and
male bodies to correspond to this hierarchy through examining the interconnection of medical legal religious and moral discourses on sexual
behaviour gadelrab highlights the association between sex sexuality and the creation and recreation of the concept of gender at this crucial
moment in the development of egyptian society by analysing the debates at the time surrounding science medicine morality modernity and
sexuality she paints a nuanced picture of the egyptian understanding and manipulation of the concepts of sex and gender

Strengthening Health System and Community Responses to Confront COVID-19 Pandemic in
Resource-Scare Settings

2022-08-02

gender and the making of modern medicine in colonial egypt investigates the use of medicine as a tool of empire to serve the state building
process in egypt by the british colonial administration it argues that the colonial state effectively transformed egyptian medical practice
and medical knowledge in ways that were decidedly gendered on the one hand women medical professionals who had once trained as doctresses
hakimas were now restricted in their medical training and therefore saw their social status decline despite colonial modernity s promise of
progress on the other hand the introduction of colonial medicine gendered egyptian medicine in ways that privileged men and masculinity far
from being totalized colonial subjects egyptian doctors paradoxically reappropriated aspects of victorian science to forge an anticolonial
nationalist discourse premised on the egyptian woman as mother of the nation by relegating egyptian women whether as midwives or housewives
to maternal roles in the home colonial medicine was determinative in diminishing what control women formerly exercised over their profession
homes and bodies through its medical dictates to care for others by interrogating how colonial medicine was constituted hibba abugideiri
reveals how the rise of the modern state configured the social formation of native elites in ways directly tied to the formation of modern
gender identities and gender inequalities in colonial egypt

Medicine and Morality in Egypt

2016-01-22
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the new public health has established itself as a solid textbook throughout the world translated into seven languages this work
distinguishes itself from other public health textbooks which are either highly locally oriented or if international lack the specificity of
local issues relevant to students understanding of applied public health in their own setting fully revised the new public health fourth
edition provides a unified approach to public health appropriate for graduate students and advance undergraduate students especially for
courses in mph community health preventive medicine community health education programs community health nursing programs it is also a
valuable resource for health professionals requiring an overview of public health provides a comprehensive overview of the field illustrated
with real life specific examples updated with new case studies and examples from current public health environment in north american and
european regions includes detailed companion website featuring case studies image bank online chapters and video as well as an instructors
guide

Teaching Reading Across the Curriculum

1999-03

a path breaking work at last available in paper history medicine and the traditions of renaissance learning is nancy g siraisi s examination
of the intersections of medically trained authors and history from 1450 to 1650 rather than studying medicine and history as separate
traditions siraisi calls attention to their mutual interaction in the rapidly changing world of renaissance erudition with remarkably
detailed scholarship siraisi investigates doctors efforts to explore the legacies handed down to them from ancient medical and anatomical
writings

Gender and the Making of Modern Medicine in Colonial Egypt

2013-06-28

medicine and healing practices in ancient egypt provides a new perspective on healthcare and healing treatments in egypt from the
predynastic to the roman periods rather than concentrating exclusively on diseases and medical conditions as evidenced in ancient sources it
provides a people focused perspective asking what it was like to be ill or disabled in this society who were the healers to what extent did
disease occurrence and treatment reflect individual social status as well as geographical environmental and dietary factors which
undoubtedly affected general health some groups were prone to specific hazards these are discussed in detail including soldiers experience
of trauma wounds and exposure to epidemics and conditions blindness sand pneumoconiosis trauma and limb amputations resulting from working
conditions at building and other sites methods of diagnosis and treatment were derived from special concepts about disease and medical
ethics these are explored as well as the individual contributions and professional interactions of various groups of healers and carers
medical training and practice occurred in various locations including temples and battlefields these are described as well as the treatments
and equipment that were available ancient writers generally praised the egyptian healers knowledge expertise and professional relationship
with their patients a brief comparison is drawn between this approach and those prevailing elsewhere in mesopotamia greece and rome finally
egypt s legacy transmitted through greek roman and arabic sources is confirmed as the source of some principles and practices still found in
modern western medicine combining information from the latest studies on human remains and the authors biomedical research this book brings
the subject up to date enabling a wide readership to access often scattered information in a fascinating synthesis

The New Public Health

2023-01-21

routledge library editions egypt brings together as one set or individual volumes a series of previously out of print classics from a
variety of academic imprints with titles ranging from education in egypt to egypt in transition from egyptian religion to egypt s economic
potential this set provides in one place a wealth of important reference sources from a wide range of authors expert in the field
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History, Medicine, and the Traditions of Renaissance Learning

2019-02-26

this volume is addressed to historians of science egyptologists and assyriologists dealing with the history of early science it presents the
proceedings of two workshops held at the goethe university frankfurt main focusing on traditions of systematic knowledge in ancient egypt
and mesopotamia assuming that written knowledge was preserved and transmitted intentionally in both cultures paradigms of knowledge can be
reflected by the texts although the available source material is subject to their find spots and the vagaries of preservation by asking
specific questions the sources can provide insights into the work of the ancient scholars the text corpora presented in this volume come
from the fields of medicine magic and ritual astronomy mathematics and law the authors use the sources to provide overviews of the discussed
knowledge areas and to discuss certain aspects of the traditions in more detail

Medicine and Healing Practices in Ancient Egypt

2023-12-01

rev james lamb has provided the afro centric spiritual community a tremendous literary historical theological treatise the psycho social
issues facing the african american community today have their roots in the legacy of white supremacy which has dominated black life in all
areas of human activity including economics education entertainment labor law politics religion sex and war black uncovers the historical
legacy of this dehumanization process and provides the solution for the african american community to reclaim its african soul by restoring
its memory of the ancient egyptian genius to address contemporary struggles of black life in all areas of people activity including
economics education entertainment labor law politics religion sex and war rev richard d bullard thm senior pastor of grace evangelical
baptist church pine bluff arkansas this book parallels the practice of religion and the history of african and african american culture rev
lamb takes the reader on his lifelong journey of discovery and realizations of his morality and his responsibility as a man of the cloth
this book offers compelling dialogue that makes the reader reflect and search within for answers we should all seek for ourselves garbo
hearne independent bookseller pyramid art books custom framing black a clear straight forward historical and present day look into the
complex world of black people from genius empires displayed historically through slavery jim crow racial tension and black on black crimes
black stands as a monument of practical resource information giving revelation of a great history black should be required reading in all
educational institutions frazier lamb social worker department of children family services state of connecticut

Routledge Library Editions: Egypt

2021-07-09

student empowerment in higher education brings together the accumulated knowledge and experience of many accomplished teachers and students
from higher education institutions around the world and has much to offer those who are engaged in higher education as students teachers or
support staff the authors offer personal reflections in teaching learning mentoring assessment hands on activities course design and student
identities in higher education across the globe supported by academic research and scholarship readers are provided with a window into tried
and tested empowering practices in varying contexts enabling them to see what works and what does not alongside the challenges and
possibilities a distinctive feature of this book and its paramount strength is that it explores best practices in student empowerment whilst
reflecting on matters of teaching and learning that are familiar to students and teachers alike and also explores practices in a variety of
disciplines the intention of these volumes therefore is not only to inform readers about the diverse learning and teaching approaches of the
authors but most importantly to facilitate processes of student empowerment and promote reflection on teaching and learning practices in
recent decades higher education policy discourse has persistently implied that a university education is delivered to students under the
impersonal banner of the student experience not only does this commodify the diverse individual experiences of students into one marketable
product it also creates false barriers and power dynamics between students and their teachers in student empowerment in higher education the
students and lecturers who collaborated to write this important volume have literally blown such misleading notions out of the window i
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highly recommend each varied and autonomous chapter to learn what really inspires confidence and success in university students professor
sarah hayes professor of higher education policy university of wolverhampton the two volumes of student empowerment in higher education
offer the reader rich and varied examples and understandings of student empowerment from around the world the authors provide reflective
accounts of learning and teaching from diverse perspectives and disciplines which focus on many different areas of practice in higher
education it is this variety that will appeal to many readers as the source of ideas and inspiration for numerous possible routes to
empowerment with many chapters co authored by students and staff the book models the collective responsibility students and staff have for
enhancing student empowerment dr catherine bovill senior lecturer in student engagement university of edinburgh fulbright scholar elon
university north carolina usa visiting fellow knowledge exchange university of winchester

Traditions of Written Knowledge in Ancient Egypt and Mesopotamia

2015-03-25

this unique volume provides the reader with an outline of ancient egyptian civilization history and culture it reviews the ancient egyptian
understanding of human health and disease medical and herbal treatments for various conditions based on primary sources found in ancient
papyri the reader will also gain an insight into the influence of ancient egyptian medical knowledge on later civilizations including
ancient greek and islamic scholars in the middle ages there are two chapters that focus on the ancient egyptian understanding and treatments
of cardiovascular disease as well as a description of herbal medicines used by medical practitioners and pharmacologists key features
describes influence of ancient egyptian medical and pharmaceutical knowledge of subsequent civilizations explores ancient egyptian
pharmacology and herbal medicine review of the most significant ancient egyptian papyri documenting medical knowledge and practice concise
overview of ancient egyptian history culture medical knowledge summary of ancient egyptian understanding of cardiovascular diseases and
treatments

BLACK

2013-11

since its first publication in 1995 reading papyri writing ancient history has proved to be an invaluable resource for students of the
ancient world looking to integrate papyrological evidence into their research in the quarter century since its publication changes in the
research environment have affected papyrology like other fields although the core philological methods of the field remain in place the
field has increasingly embraced languages other than greek and latin with considerable impact on the hellenistic and late antique periods
digital tools have increased the ease and speed of access with profound effects on research choices and digital imaging and materiality
studies have brought questions about the physical form of written materials to the fore in this fully revised new edition bagnall adds to
the previous analysis a portrait of how the use of papyri for historical research has developed during recent decades updated with the
latest research and insights from the author the volume guides historians in how to use these scattered and often badly damaged documents
and to interpret them in order to create a full and diverse picture of ancient society and culture this second edition of reading papyri
writing ancient history continues to offer students and researchers of the ancient world a critical resource in navigating how to use these
ancient texts in their research

Student Empowerment in Higher Education. Reflecting on Teaching Practice and Learner
Engagement

2020-05-04

at times mirroring and at times shockingly disparate to the rise of traditional white american medicine the history of african american
health care is a story of traditional healers root doctors granny midwives underappreciated and overworked african american physicians
scrupulous and unscrupulous white doctors and scientists governmental support and neglect epidemics and poverty virtually every part of this
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story revolves around race more than 50 years after the publication of an american dilemma gunnar myrdal s 1944 classic about race relations
in the usa an american health dilemma presents a comprehensive and groundbreaking history and social analysis of race race relations and the
african american medical and public health experience beginning with the origins of western medicine and science in egypt greece and rome
the authors explore the relationship between race medicine and health care from the precursors of american science and medicine through the
days of the slave trade with the harrowing middle passage and equally deadly breaking in period through the civil war and the gains of
reconstruction and the reversals caused by jim crow laws it offers an extensive examination of the history of intellectual and scientific
racism that evolved to give sanction to the mistreatment medical abuse and neglect of african americans and other non white people also
included are biographical portraits of black medical pioneers like james mccune smith the first african american to earn a degree from a
european university and anecdotal vignettes like the tragic story of the hottentot venus which illustrate larger themes an american health
dilemma promises to become an irreplaceable and essential look at african american and medical history and will provide an invaluable
baseline for future exploration of race and racism in the american health system

A Spotlight on the History of Ancient Egyptian Medicine

2019-08-20

this book analyzes the national debate over organ transplantation in egypt as it has unfolded during a time of major social and political
transformation including mounting dissent against a brutal regime the privatization of health care advances in science the growing gap
between rich and poor and the islamic revival

Reading Papyri, Writing Ancient History

2019-06-21

teaching ancient egypt in museums pedagogies in practice explores what best practices in museum pedagogy look like when working with ancient
egyptian material culture the contributions within the volume reflect the breadth and collaborative nature of museum learning they are
written by egyptologists teachers curators museum educators artists and community partners working in a variety of institutions around the
world from public children s and university museums to classrooms and the virtual environment who bring a broad scope of expertise to the
conversation and offer inspiration for tackling a diverse range of challenges contributors foreground their first hand experiences
pedagogical justifications and reflective teaching practices offering practical examples of ethical and equitable teaching with ancient
egyptian artifacts teaching ancient egypt in museums serves as a resource for teaching with egyptian collections at any museum and at any
level it will also be of great interest to academics and students who are engaged in the study of museums ancient egypt anthropology and
education

An American Health Dilemma

2012-10-02

the international handbook of psychology learning and teaching is a reference work for psychology learning and teaching worldwide that takes
a multi faceted approach and includes national international and intercultural perspectives whether readers are interested in the basics of
how and what to teach in training psychology teachers in taking steps to improve their own teaching or in planning or implementing research
on psychology learning and teaching this handbook will provide an excellent place to start chapters address ideas issues and innovations in
the teaching of all psychology courses whether offered in psychology programs or as part of curricula in other disciplines the book also
presents reviews of relevant literature and best practices related to everything from the basics of course organization to the use of
teaching technology three major sections consisting of several chapters each address teaching psychology in tertiary higher education
psychology learning and teaching for all audiences and general educational and instructional approaches to psychology learning and teaching
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Our Bodies Belong to God

2012-03-13

like many founding fathers rida saïd 1876 1946 lived a cosmopolitan life before taking on his monumental contribution to building the modern
nation of syria born in damascus in 1876 said trained as a medical doctor in istanbul and paris as a young man he served as a field doctor
with the ottoman empire s army in the balkan wars but he soon became disillusioned about his homeland s foreign rulers like other syrians he
was opposed to the aggressive turkish nationalism that alienated arabs and dreamed of a more inclusive system for his people after his
medical work in damascus during world war i and following the collapse of the ottoman empire said took on a critical role in establishing an
independent syria he became a pioneering educator advocating for the importance of providing institutions to educate the arab people he went
on to become the first head of damascus university and then minister of education he died in 1945 a few months before syria finally achieved
independence in 1946 now available for the first time in english rida saïd a man for all seasons tells the story of this remarkable life at
the heart of a nation in deep conflict indeed saïd s story resonates profoundly today as the syrian people struggle for a future of
opportunity and respect

The Journal of the Royal Egyptian Medical Association

1948

i believe the experiments in this text can be well integrated into any science education course and help create an environment of
exploration willis walter jr florida am university this textbook should be a companion of all elementary and middle school pre service and
in service teachers who are interested in educating students of different abilities and backgrounds benjamin c ngwudike jackson state
university science is almost always thought of as a solitary content area practiced by lone practitioners in isolated laboratories the
reality is that science is highly dependent upon culture and history this textbook meaningfully presents these relationships in a fashion
accessible to college level teacher candidates claudia a balach slippery rock university of pennsylvania teaching science in elementary and
middle school a cognitive and cultural approach is an introductory science curriculum and methods textbook for pre service teachers in
primary and middle schools the primary purpose of the book is to provide an introduction to the teaching of science with an emphasis on
guiding the pre service teacher toward conceptual understanding of core standards based science content from the four major scientific
disciplines application of scientific methods and processes of inquiry to the learning of these science concepts development of scientific
language that is both expressive and constitutive in the formation of scientific reasoning the ability to guide learners through numerous
core scientific experiments that help to illuminate items 1 3 evaluation of social and cultural factors that shape and influence both
science and science education analysis of the local context in which science must be understood as well as the global context synthesis of
science as interrelated with other aspects of the world and how this idea can be taught to students through integrated and thematic
instruction the approach throughout is clear and practical and is designed to foster reflective teaching rooted in research and theory
teaching science in elementary and middle school a cognitive and cultural approach is a synthesis of current knowledge in science education
cognition and culture the authors provide a text that fosters the development of teachers who feel prepared to engage their students in rich
science learning experiences

Teaching Ancient Egypt in Museums

2024-02-13

this volume presents the proceedings of the 3rd international conference on pharmacy and medicine in ancient egypt barcelona october 2018
showcasing the most recent pharmaceutical and medical studies on human remains and organic and plant material from ancient egypt together
with discussions on textual and iconographical evidence
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A System of obstetrics v.1, 1888

1888

from ancient herbal remedies to modern drugs the field of medicine has evolved dramatically over many centuries medicine takes you through
the ages of human history and uncovers the greatest medical breakthroughs with incredible coverage of disease drugs treatment and cures turn
the richly illustrated pages replete with compelling stories to learn all about the gory pitfalls and miraculous successes of medical
history from trepanning bloodletting and body snatching to brand new developments in ivf and gene therapy clear diagrams explain major
diseases such as cancer and trace the progression of medical treatment through time from ancient healing arts to scurvy and smallpox and the
world wars to modern psychiatry double page features on key scientists and researchers offer unique insight into their lives experiments and
motivations perfect for adults students and anyone interested in the fascinating medical history of the world medicine is the definitive
visual history of our health

Library of Congress Subject Headings

2010

inclusive of the scope and authoritative references from earlier editions this edition additionally embraces the digital world and provides
practical suggestions for performing the act of teaching teachers of writing at all levels will applaud this edition for its new features
designed to help teachers to understand and teach to today s new paradigms in writing new to this edition are two chapters on cognition and
technology respectively a chapter on early literacy with student samples and for the first time an online connection that links readers to
important articles visuals and resources essay writing is explored through discussion of the thesis and its criteria five organizational
patterns for the expository essay and distinctions among the opinion persuasive and argumentative essay several new prewriting strategies
are also provided a sense notebook looking contouring an expanded explanation of blueprinting and a discussion of a hierarchical approach to
organization

International Handbook of Psychology Learning and Teaching

2022-12-16

this beautifully illustrated elegantly written textbook pairs the best research on the biochemical properties and physiological effects of
medicinal plants with a fascinating history of their use throughout human civilization revealing the influence of nature s pharmacopeia on
art war conquest and law by chronicling the ways in which humans have cultivated plant species extracted their active chemical ingredients
and investigated their effects on the body over time nature s pharmacopeia also builds an unparalleled portrait of these special herbs as
they transitioned from wild flora and botanical curiosities to commodities and potent drugs the book opens with an overview of the use of
medicinal plants in the traditional practices and indigenous belief systems of people in the americas africa asia and ancient europe it then
connects medicinal plants to the growth of scientific medicine in the west subsequent chapters cover the regulation of drugs the use of
powerful plant chemicals such as cocaine nicotine and caffeine in various medical settings and the application of biomedicine s intellectual
frameworks to the manufacture of novel drugs from ancient treatments geared toward nonspecialists this text fosters a deep appreciation of
the complex chemistry and cultural resonance of herbal medicine while suggesting how we may further tap the vast repositories of the world s
herbal knowledge to create new pharmaceuticals

Rida Said

2021-06-05

epidemics have afflicted people for millennia they express a growing civilization and reminds us of our vulnerability they set cultures back
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again and again at regular or irregular intervals forcing them to look for the underlying causes for us who are privileged to study the
legacies of the ancient egyptians it becomes more and more apparent that even then there was an almost holistic approach to dealing with
sickness individual diseases and epidemics the ancient egyptians were good observers and learned to live with the dangers over time they did
this both with the help of magic and with advanced medical treatments for the people of that time looking at ancient egyptian medicine from
a historical perspective is challenging especially in today s world this book is aimed at beginners and those readers seeking a concise but
precise overview of treatment methods and their textual and archaeological evidence this book gives you an introduction to the preventive
and curative treatments used in ancient egypt and also takes a look at the regularly recurring plagues that set people back but never
brought them to their knees

Library of Congress Subject Headings

1992

the new edition of the popular survey of near eastern civilization from the bronze age to the era of alexander the great a companion to the
ancient near east explores the history of the region from 4400 bce to the macedonian conquest of the persian empire in 330 bce original and
revised essays from a team of distinguished scholars from across disciplines address subjects including the politics economics architecture
and heritage of ancient mesopotamia and egypt part of the blackwell companions to the ancient world series this acclaimed single volume
reference combines lively writing with engaging and relatable topics to immerse readers in this fascinating period of near east history the
new second edition has been thoroughly revised and updated to include new developments in relevant fields particularly archaeology and
expand on themes of interest to contemporary students clear accessible chapters offer fresh discussions on the history of the family and
gender roles the literature languages and religions of the region pastoralism medicine and philosophy and borders states and warfare new
essays highlight recent discoveries in cuneiform texts investigate how modern egyptians came to understand their ancient history and examine
the place of archaeology among the historical disciplines this volume provides substantial new and revised content covering topics such as
social conflict kingship cosmology work trade and law covers the civilizations of the sumerians hittites babylonians assyrians egyptians
israelites and persians emphasizing social and cultural history examines the legacy of the ancient near east in the medieval and modern
worlds offers a uniquely broad geographical chronological and topical range includes a comprehensive bibliographical guide to ancient near
east studies as well as new and updated references and reading suggestions suitable for use as both a primary reference or as a supplement
to a chronologically arranged textbook a companion to the ancient near east 2nd edition is a valuable resource for advanced undergraduates
beginning graduate students instructors in the field and scholars from other disciplines

Teaching Science in Elementary and Middle School

2007-02-26

this collected volume brings together a range of articles in honor of professor patricia crone

Library of Congress Subject Headings

1999

F-O

1990
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British Medical Journal

1885

Pharmacy and Medicine in Ancient Egypt

2021-06-03

Medicine

2016-10-11

Acts of Teaching

2018-11-09

Nature's Pharmacopeia

2016-08-09

EPIDEMICS in Ancient Egypt

2022-01-01

A Companion to the Ancient Near East

2020-02-19

Islamic Cultures, Islamic Contexts

2014-11-27
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